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Executive Summary

For this report, Keypoint Intelligence-Buyers Lab was commissioned by MPS Monitor, s.r.l. to conduct validation testing to determine if the company’s MPS Monitor 2.0 platform—when used in conjunction with compatible devices—satisfied the functional requirements put forward in Buyers Lab’s Printer & MFP Security Validation Testing: Policy Compliance test methodology [July 2020 revision].

Key Findings

Through a combination of hands-on testing by Buyers Lab software technicians and real-time observation of demonstrated functionality by MPS Monitor personnel, Buyers Lab analysts verified the claimed features and effectiveness of the MPS Monitor 2.0 platform in satisfying the test methodology criteria indicated below, when used to manage HP Inc. printers and MFPs fully supported by the HP SDS platform:

- Discover and highlight at-risk firmware (that is, out-of-date firmware with known and/or likely vulnerabilities) that are still in use on devices
  - Confirmed: Devices | Show Filters | Has firmware upgrade available filed set to “Yes”
  - Recommended improvement: Add “Firmware update available” choice to the Notifications | Create notification | Notification type” functionality

- Provide fleet-scalable, secure firmware update capability
  - Confirmed. Batch Operations | Firmware update. Select devices, enter a scheduled time
o Ensure a customer’s devices are secured to a vendor’s and/or customer’s recommended settings (via templates, policies, or similar mechanism)
  ✓ Confirmed: Select a customer, then Print Security | Dashboard (or Policy templates) | Select an existing policy template to edit or click on “+ Create new” button to create a new template

o Provide a method to discover out-of-compliance devices
  ✓ Confirmed: Customer | Print Security | Dashboard | select “Assess” or “Assess and Remediate” and then Run

o Generate a report (or dashboard view) showing at-risk devices
  ✓ Confirmed: Customer | Print Security | Dashboard shows Passes/Failed/Not Verified devices (after an assessment has been run)
Dashboard shows at-risk devices that are out of compliance with a security policy

- Provide a way to automatically apply the desired settings to bring devices back into compliance
  
  - Confirmed: Customer | Print Security | Dashboard | in the “Run Assess and Remediate Policy on selected devices, select the template from the Policy Templates drop-down menu, select the Assess and Remediate radio button and click the Run button.

Assess and remediate task applies the desired policy to selected devices

- Provide on-going checks to ensure the devices are still in compliance with the recommended settings
  
  - Confirmed: Customer | Customer details | SDS Settings | set “Automatically Assess Print Security” slider to “on”
Automatically run security-assessment checks to find devices that are out of compliance.

- Automatically detect newly connected but un-configured device(s) attached to the network and automatically apply the policy designated by the administrator for new devices:
  - Confirmed: The platform can be set to run the Assess and Remediate task automatically after a Discovery task has run, and apply a default policy to newly discovered devices.
  - NOTE: MPS Monitor reports that it has opted to disable this capability in the platform’s default configuration. The decision as to whether or not to implement the feature is a decision left to MPS Monitor customers.

With the validation of the functionality checked above, the MPS Monitor 2.0 platform has earned the BLI Security Validation Testing: Policy Compliance seal, which applies to the tested product for the period commencing July 31, 2020, and ending August 1, 2022. (Use of the seal by MPS Monitor s.r.l., if licensed, is governed by the conditions stipulated in the separate licensing agreement.)
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